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Colleges and universities have played a critical role in the growing social movement to divest institutional endowments from fossil fuels. While campus activism on fossil fuel divestment has been driven largely by students and alumni, faculty are also advocating to their administrators for institutional divestment from fossil fuels. This article characterizes the role of faculty by reviewing signatories to publicly available letters that endorse fossil fuel divestment. Analysis of 30 letters to administrators signed by faculty at campuses throughout the United States and Canada reveals support for divestment from 4550 faculty across all major fields of inquiry and scholarship, and all types of faculty positions. Of these signers, more than 225 have specific expertise in climate change or energy. An in-depth analysis of 18 of these letters shows that a significantly greater proportion of tenured faculty sign open letters of support for divestment than do not-yet-tenured tenure-track faculty (15.4% versus 10.7%), perhaps reflecting concerns among not-yet-tenured faculty that such support might jeopardize their career advancement. This analysis suggests that faculty support for the divestment movement is more widespread than commonly recognized; this movement is more mainstream, and broader-based, than is often recognized. Revealing the scope and scale of faculty support for fossil fuel divestment may encourage additional faculty to engage, support and endorse this growing social movement that highlights the social impact of investment decisions, and calls upon colleges and universities to align their investment practices with their academic missions and values.
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1. Introduction

Fossil fuel divestment is a major social movement (Brooks 2014) that has developed throughout the past decade as a climate activism strategy (Lenferna 2013, Mandery 2014, Healy and Debski 2017). The movement’s core message is that the act of divesting from fossil fuel companies provides a powerful signal with potential to accelerate a just societal transformation away from fossil fuels toward low-carbon renewable energy. Fossil fuel divestment campaigns are emerging in countries around the world in response to the overwhelming scientific evidence that fossil fuel emissions of carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping gases must be swiftly and dramatically reduced to limit global warming (Figuere et al 2017). The divestment movement highlights that investment portfolios that include fossil fuels pose risks to investors and to the planet (CTI 2011).

Acknowledging the role of higher education in advancing climate science and promoting sustainable futures, the fossil fuel divestment movement has been particularly visible on college and university campuses (Stephens et al 2017). Fossil fuel divestment generally refers to the act of divesting from publicly traded fossil fuel companies, typically the 100 largest oil and gas and 100 largest coal companies by proven reserves. This movement embraces the premise that there is both an ethical and financial responsibility to act on climate change and that investing in fossil fuels is inconsistent with responsible climate action (Oreskes 2015, GoFossilFree 2018). The divestment movement also helps shape the conversation about the influence of fossil fuel companies and other for-profit companies within higher education, raising ethical questions and concern about constraints on freedom of inquiry.

Hundreds of educational organizations, philanthropic foundations, faith-based organizations, public pension funds, and non-governmental organizations have committed to divestment, and thousands of individuals have removed fossil fuels companies from their individual retirement and investment accounts. To date, over 800 institutions with assets valued at over $6.0 trillion dollars have committed to some form of fossil fuel divestment. Over 58,000 individuals have also made divestment commitments.
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include the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the Guardian Media Group, and the World Council of Churches (GoFossilFree 2018). In addition, divestment commitments have been made by dozens of municipal governments, including New York City, and several for-profit corporations. Two national governments, Norway and Ireland, have committed to divest their sovereign wealth funds.

As a global movement, fossil fuel divestment can be viewed as a strategic component of climate activism and the renewable energy transformation (Burke and Stephens 2017). The divestment movement is also aligned with efforts to democratize energy systems and reduce the political power of large multinational fossil-fuel-based energy corporations (Burke and Stephens 2018). The divestment movement is contributing to and reflecting destabilization of the legacy fossil fuel regime, including through increased scrutiny of fossil industry presence and influence at the United Nations (UN) climate negotiations (Yona and Lenferna 2016). As a result of pressure from divestment campaigns, a growing discussion of the role of fossil fuel companies at the United Nations negotiations is emerging, as well as more significant coverage and scrutiny of industry presence at COP meetings (Arguedas Ortiz and Yona 2014). Pressure and momentum emerging from fossil fuel divestment campaigns may have contributed to the success of the Paris Agreement, signed by 195 nations and entered into force on November 4, 2016 (Ivanova 2016). In the lead up to the Paris talks, United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon lauded fossil fuel divestment as an important tool for climate action (Carrington 2015).

Proponents of fossil fuel divestment argue the campaign is on the right side of history (Telemacque 2015). With improved understanding about how fossil fuel companies strategically sought to cast doubt on what is known about the connection between burning fossil fuels and climate change (Gelbspan 1998, Oreskes 2015, Supran and Oreskes 2017), the question of who bears responsibility for the negative societal implications of fossil fuel-based energy systems is increasingly being asked (Frumhoff et al 2015, Ekwurzel et al 2017, Shue 2017). As devastating storms, floods, heat-waves and droughts grow in frequency and severity, the question of who is responsible for climate change is growing in salience (Frumhoff and Allen 2017). Multiple recent lawsuits against fossil fuel companies are catalyzing a new conversation about the cumulative negative societal impacts of the industry's decades-long strategic disinformation campaign. Together with divestment campaigns and shareholder activism, they are driving long-overdue attention to the responsibility of fossil fuel companies for climate damages and the costs of adaptation (Kusnetz 2018).

Institutions of higher education are unique organizations within society; their mission focuses on knowledge generation and facilitating learning. Unlike other sectors of society, higher education also has unique capacity for long-term, holistic analysis and has the freedom to explore challenging questions that other organizations may be more constrained to explore (Hahn 2003, Coalition of Urban Serving Universities 2010). As such, higher education has unique potential to confront power and facilitate societal responses to the sustainability challenges facing the world (Stephens et al 2008). Strategic financial decisions are increasingly acknowledged mechanisms for higher education to contribute to social change (Stephens et al 2017).

Colleges and universities also have distinctive organizational cultures that value and promote learning for social good. Higher education, therefore, plays a critical role in societal transformation reliant on educating new generations of citizens and leaders. Higher education has always been responsive to societal needs, and its history demonstrates an evolution of university structure and purpose that reflects directly on the dynamics of society's socio-technical systems (Clark 1983, Freeland 1992, Bursztyn 2008, Vorley and Nelles 2008). As long-established, often deep-rooted institutions, universities can be slow to respond, however, when societal needs emerge rapidly. Delay between the emergence of a societal imperative for change and the universities' response to the needed change has been identified throughout centuries of history of higher education (Altbach et al 1994, Clark 1998). While all organizations respond to and participate in social change, universities as learning organizations possess distinct potential for improving understanding of the interface between organizational change and social change.

Discussions of the role of higher education in society are often characterized by tension among three agendas: generating knowledge, educating citizens and leaders, and addressing pressing social issues (Vorley and Nelles 2008). It can be argued that all universities transmit powerful educational messages far beyond their specific teaching and research activities (Boyle 2007, Waas and Vergruggen 2008). Concepts of “universities as citizens” (Boyle 2007) and/or “universities as change agents” (Troyer 1974, Stephens et al 2008) capture the potential for universities to be active, contributing, influential, responsive entities in society. Some suggest that higher education is currently experiencing a swing-back, a return, to an original purpose of cultivating civic responsibility and citizenship via a scholarship of engagement (Freeland 1992, DiPadova-Stocks 2005). Such movement would require institutions of higher education to model civic responsibility and engagement at the organizational level (Boyle 2007), including through aligning their strategic financial decisions and investment portfolios with their academic missions and values.

Concern about the fossil fuel industry's influence over higher education has recently grown (Franta and Supran 2017). The reliance of financial support from individuals or foundations whose wealth comes from fossil fuels has impacted a wide array of institutions of higher education ranging from large state universities in fossil-fuel-rich states to prestigious elite institutions like Harvard and MIT (Franta and Supran 2017). Debate about how such fossil fuel industry support constrains campus research, inquiry and conversation about climate and energy system change is receiving increasing attention. Supran et al. (2017), for example, note the influence of industry
funding on academic institutions such as the Harvard Kennedy School, citing an event where representatives from Royal Dutch Shell were invited to extol the benefits of using fossil fuels in a one-sided debate. It was later revealed that the faculty hosting the Shell "conversation" were receiving millions of dollars in funding from the company, raising questions about the conflicts of interest that arise from fossil fuel industry influence in academia.

While students are often considered the focus of political activism on higher education campuses, this paper reviews the role of faculty. Faculty are crucial in contributing knowledge on climate change and energy, both in the natural and social sciences, as well as in the humanities, and professional schools of law, medicine and business. Across campuses and in both traditional and social media, attention to and awareness of student support for divestment is relatively high; the campus divestment movement has been generally considered a student movement (Grady-Benson and Sarathy 2016). To date, the scale and extent of faculty support for fossil fuel divestment has received little attention; this may constrain both the impact of faculty support on institutional decisions, and the willingness of faculty to add their support if they feel isolated or fear that taking action may jeopardize their professional development.

This paper responds to this gap in knowledge about the role of faculty in campus divestment. The paper begins with a description of the evolution of the campus fossil fuel divestment movement. Then an explanation of the methodological approach used to analyze faculty involvement is followed by a presentation and discussion of the results characterizing faculty support. A concluding section discusses the implications of this understanding of the role of faculty in campus climate action.

2. Evolution of the campus divestment movement

Calling for divestment of specific types of companies has a long and storied history (Arnold and Hammond 1994, Siew Hong Teoh et al 1999, Schueth 2003, Ansar et al 2013). Many participants in the fossil fuel divestment movement have referenced the success of targeting investments in South Africa during the anti-apartheid movement of the 1960s through the 1980s. (Arnold and Hammond 1994, Tutu 2014, Gelles 2015, Solomon 2015). Recent research comparing the South African boycott, tobacco divestment, and fossil fuel divestment found that the impact of stigmatization associated with divestment has been larger than any direct financial consequences on targeted companies (Ansar et al 2013). Stigmatization can result in various outcomes including uncertainty about future cash flows, reduced political power and difficulty attracting top job candidates (Ansar et al 2013, Durand and Vergne 2015).

Fossil fuel divestment has come to represent one specific tangible act that a college or university can take to delegitimize the destructive influence of the fossil fuel industry on society. Divestment is an ethical act that individuals and organizations around the world can take to resist the false and dangerous vision of a climate-denying fossil fuel future. Given the particularly strong influence of the fossil fuel industry in U.S. politics, divestment in the United States has become a particularly divisive issue. For some, divestment offers a critical opportunity to stigmatize the industry's decades-long, profit-motivated strategy that has led to an erosion of trust in the role of science and scientists in U.S. democracy.

The fossil fuel divestment movement has grown dramatically over the last 6–8 years. Many identify Swarthmore Mountain Justice, founded in 2011, as the first campus divestment campaign (Gelles 2015, Grady-Benson and Sarathy 2015). In 2012, the international group 350.org became involved with the fossil fuel divestment movement. The divestment movement gained further attention and momentum following a 2012 article in Rolling Stone magazine by Bill McKibben, then 350.org’s Executive Director. The high-profile piece entitled, “Do the Math”, drew prominent attention to warnings by leading climate scientists that to keep global warming to less than 2°C above pre-industrial levels, less than half of the world’s proven fossil fuel reserves could be burned, at most (Meinshausen et al 2009). McKibben implicated fossil fuel companies as responsible, writing, “we have met the enemy and they is Shell” (McKibben, 2012). The year following the publication of the Rolling Stone article was very active for divestment on college campuses.

Today, the divestment movement continues to grow, although divestment action on many campuses has oscillated in response to both internal administrative resistance and external forces altering climate action priorities. While divestment campaigns are active in over 1000 campuses, at least 128 educational institutions worldwide have committed to some form of fossil fuel divestment (GoFossilFree 2018). Some campuses have made commitments to fully divest from all fossil fuels, while others have committed to divest more selectively, i.e., only from coal, or only from coal and tar sands. For example, in fall 2017, John Hopkins University announced its commitment to fully divest holdings from coal (Peoples 2017).

3. Methods

The data-set for this analysis is a collection of publicly available open letters signed by faculty in support of fossil fuel divestment. Letters were collected beginning in June 2015, through targeted online keyword searches, searches of divestment campaign websites and media articles, direct contact with individual divestment student campaigns, and contact with the Divestment Student Network (the most comprehensive network for fossil fuel divestment including hundreds of divestment leaders). Searches were performed regularly through May 2017, and new letters were added accordingly. The search was restricted to letters from institutions of higher education within the United States and Canada, including letters from both public and private colleges and universities, regardless of endowment or student population size. Once letters were collected, a database was created that includes information related to each faculty signatory’s campus affiliation, discipline, faculty department, distinguished honors or accolades, and, where applicable, scholarly
expertise on climate change or energy. Signatories who were not faculty, such as librarians, administrative staff, or technicians, were not included in the database.

For eighteen of the thirty colleges and universities for which we had faculty open letters on divestment, we also obtained data from university websites and collegefactual.com on the number of tenured (Full and Associate Professor) and not-yet tenured tenure-track (Assistant Professor) faculty employed by each institution as of 2017. We used a nonlinear multilevel model with a logistic link and random intercepts to assess whether tenure is a factor in faculty decisions to sign letters in support of divestment (Ene et al 2015).

4. Characterizing faculty support: Results
Our research identified 4,550 faculty members from 30 institutions of higher education in the United States and Canada who have signed open letters in support of fossil fuel divestment. A list of the 30 institutions, a link to the open letter for each, the number of signers, and the divestment action taken are summarized in Table 1. The complete database of all faculty signatories is available in Supplementary Table S.1. The institutions – such as Stanford University, the University of California system, the University of Massachusetts system, Columbia University, McGill University, Bowdoin College, Northeastern University and the University of Oregon – range from large public research universities to small, private liberal arts colleges. The number of faculty signers range from 13 at Middlebury College to 255 at the University of Chicago to 607 across the ten campuses of the University of California system. Letters have been released over a period from 2013 (Vassar College) to 2017 (Swarthmore College). Many of these letters remain open for additional signers.

All but one of these 30 letters call for full divestment from fossil fuels, with the faculty signers at the University of Washington calling for divestment only from coal. Many of these faculty letters are grounded in forceful ethical and fiscal arguments. Below are excerpts from the Harvard University open letter from faculty demonstrating some of the arguments being made.

“We the undersigned are faculty and officers of the University; many with knowledge and research in climate science, energy, business management, ethics, and the effects of climate change on health, prosperity, and biodiversity...We appeal to our colleagues...to join us in signing this statement, as an act of conscience and fiscal responsibility, and in asking the Corporation to divest, as soon as possible, its holdings in fossil fuel corporations.”

Figures 1 and 2 characterize the diversity of faculty who have publicly endorsed fossil fuel divestment by signing one of these thirty open letters. Signatories include faculty from all major fields of inquiry and scholarship – from the natural sciences to the social sciences, art and humanities, business, economics, medicine and public health, education, engineering, and the law (Figure 1). The majority of signatories are faculty from arts and humanities or social sciences. An almost equal number of faculty from earth and environmental sciences and the other natural sciences are signatories. Medicine and public health faculty also have high numbers of faculty signatories. The areas with the fewest signatories are faculty in economics, business, and law. The lower number of signatories from these areas may reflect a tendency among faculty in these disciplines to focus more narrowly on the near-term financial consequences of investment decisions. It is important to note, however, that recent research indicates that fossil fuel divestment has not reduced investment portfolio performance (Trinks et al 2018).

Faculty signatories also come from all types of faculty positions, from full professors to adjunct faculty and lecturers (Figure 2). More full professors signed onto these letters than any other type or level of faculty, and the majority of faculty who signed had tenure (either full professor or associate professor positions). Analysis of the eighteen colleges and universities where we also obtained data on the total number of tenured (full and associate professors) and not-yet tenured tenure-track (assistant professors) faculty employed by each institution as of 2017 (see Supplementary Table S.2) demonstrates that tenured faculty have signed onto letters of support for divestment at a higher rate than not-yet tenured faculty who are on the tenure-track (15.4% versus 10.7% on average). This difference, while relatively modest, is statistically significant (multi-level model test, p < 0.001). This is consistent with anecdotal evidence, experienced by one author of this paper (J.C.S), that tenure-track junior faculty have been advised by some tenured faculty not to express support for divestment as doing so could potentially jeopardize their academic career advancement. This perceived risk of endorsing the divestment movement demonstrates the depth of anticipated resistance from college and university administrators.

Adjunct faculty appear to be severely underrepresented in faculty open letters for divestment. According to data presented in collegefactual.com, adjunct faculty make up an unweighted average of 25.3% of faculty at the 26 US colleges and universities in Table 1. Yet, only 2.5% of

"Divestment is an act of ethical responsibility, a protest against current practices that cannot be altered as quickly or effectively by other means. The University either invests in fossil fuel corporations, or it divests. If the Corporation regards divestment as 'political,' then its continued investment is a similarly political act, one that finances present corporate activities and calculates profit from them. The only way to remain "neutral" in such circumstances is to bracket ethical principles even while being deeply concerned about consequences."

This letter signed by 192 Harvard faculty goes on to refer to slavery, apartheid and tobacco as investment issues in which the university did divest on ethical grounds.
Table 1: Faculty open letters on fossil fuel divestment at U.S. & Canadian colleges & universities. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.297.t1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Faculty Open Letters on Divestment</th>
<th>No. of Signers</th>
<th>Divestment Action by Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston University</td>
<td><a href="https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_KeQ1NWQzykWbPig-wp4ObuNgkChFfikP3jNNqLyNNE/edit">https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_KeQ1NWQzykWbPig-wp4ObuNgkChFfikP3jNNqLyNNE/edit</a></td>
<td>245</td>
<td>Divesting from coal and tar sands (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowdoin College</td>
<td><a href="http://bowdoinorient.com/bonus/article/9555">http://bowdoinorient.com/bonus/article/9555</a></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Declined to divest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td><a href="https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdpWZC8dYNgXAFKpPQKtorKsM2H1bPpPS1dvF4KdKJXvX0/viewform">https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdpWZC8dYNgXAFKpPQKtorKsM2H1bPpPS1dvF4KdKJXvX0/viewform</a></td>
<td>336</td>
<td>Divesting from coal (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td><a href="http://www.harvardfacultydivest.com/open-letter-new">http://www.harvardfacultydivest.com/open-letter-new</a></td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Declined to divest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern University</td>
<td><a href="http://divestnu.org/faculty-petition/">http://divestnu.org/faculty-petition/</a></td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Declined to divest (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYU</td>
<td><a href="https://docs.google.com/document/d/13-aj6Xn5ri36Mlg4JSWyhXtV6pGDMIfAuoNq14/edit">https://docs.google.com/document/d/13-aj6Xn5ri36Mlg4JSWyhXtV6pGDMIfAuoNq14/edit</a></td>
<td>211</td>
<td>Faculty Senate passed resolution supporting divestment (2015) but no subsequent decision taken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tufts University</td>
<td><a href="https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfOYPq2gLuS_KN36oGxCoD0q1bZ0K8ugW77k1Rr82y8_ktEQ/viewform?form">https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfOYPq2gLuS_KN36oGxCoD0q1bZ0K8ugW77k1Rr82y8_ktEQ/viewform?form</a> key=dDIRt2tIMvpWS1dhTkSQWm4VEFQsIE6MQ</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Declined to divest (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of British Columbia</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ubcc350.org/faculty-open-letter">http://www.ubcc350.org/faculty-open-letter</a></td>
<td>227</td>
<td>Declined to divest (2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(contd.)
divestment signatories in these letters are adjunct. This low number of adjunct faculty signers could reflect in part a reluctance of adjunct faculty to sign out of concerns for job security. It may also be indicative of a relatively low effort by faculty divestment leaders to recruit adjunct faculty to sign on. Also, for various reasons adjunct faculty are often not as engaged or involved in campus governance issues as tenured and tenure-track faculty.

Faculty signatories include many scholars with expertise relevant to the case for divestment. For example, signatories include more than 225 experts in climate change and energy from a variety of disciplines, including distinguished academic leaders such as Dan Kammen, Gretchen Daily, Naomi Oreskes and James Hansen. More than 30 signatories are members of the United States National Academies of Sciences, Engineering or Medicine (Supplementary Table S.1). At least two (Douglass Osheroff and Roger Komberg) are Nobel Laureates.

In addition to individual faculty signatories, departments at some universities have voted at department meetings to endorse the fossil fuel divestment campaign at the departmental level. At Northeastern University, for example several departments including the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, the Department of Culture, Societies and Global Studies, as well as the School of Public Policy and Urban Affairs, voted unanimously to endorse the call for institutional divestment. One justification for the importance of supplementing individual signatories with departmental votes has been that individual faculty who do not yet have tenure may be reluctant to sign on to a letter, but their voices can still be heard if the whole department endorses the divestment campaign.

As of January 2018, the responses from the 30 colleges and universities in this study with faculty open calls for divestment have been mixed; three have committed to full divestment, nine have committed to divest from coal or coal and tar sands, sixteen have declined to divest and two have an uncertain status, i.e., they have not made a definitive public statement one way or another. Across these institutions, we see no relationship between the number of faculty who have signed-on to letters of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Faculty Open Letters on Divestment</th>
<th>No. of Signers</th>
<th>Divestment Action by Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Hawaii</td>
<td><a href="http://divestuh.org/add-your-voice/faculty/">http://divestuh.org/add-your-voice/faculty/</a></td>
<td>97</td>
<td>Full divestment (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fossilfreepenn.org/faculty.html">http://www.fossilfreepenn.org/faculty.html</a></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Declined to divest (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td><a href="http://www.uoftfacultydivest.com/">http://www.uoftfacultydivest.com/</a></td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Declined to divest (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Washington</td>
<td><a href="https://docs.google.com/document/d/1saZcxfo948Pj8wHZ9S31y1uAbKET3KqsL80cE6Hxf0/edit">https://docs.google.com/document/d/1saZcxfo948Pj8wHZ9S31y1uAbKET3KqsL80cE6Hxf0/edit</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Divesting from coal (2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
support for divestment and the decisions by institutions to partially or fully divest. This may reflect the fact that campus divestment remains a largely student-led movement and that faculty support is only one of several drivers of institutional decision-making on divestment. This may also reflect differences in institutional priorities among faculty and senior administrators, and the fact that higher education leaders integrate perspectives from multiple different constituents (not just faculty) when making strategic institutional decisions.

5. Discussion and conclusions
Here, we provide the first formal and extensive analysis of faculty engagement with fossil fuel divestment efforts in colleges and universities in the United States and Canada. This analysis and characterization of faculty involvement demonstrates extensive faculty support for institutional divestment. Understanding the role of faculty is important because most conversations around fossil fuel divestment campaigns have centered on student activists.

The number and diversity of faculty members across disciplines and professional ranks who are calling for their institutions to divest is significant, suggesting both greater and broader engagement on this issue than may be generally perceived. A lack of awareness of this depth and breadth of faculty support for the divestment movement may be constraining the movement. The general perception that campus divestment is a student movement and recognition of potential career risks for non-tenured faculty may be discouraging some faculty members from engaging. In addition, minimal awareness about the scale of collective faculty support may dissuade some administrators from acknowledging the credibility and standing of the signatories.

This analysis is powerfully illustrative, but not necessarily comprehensive. There may be hundreds of additional
faculty who support the campus divestment movement, and of course, there are also surely large numbers of faculty who are opposed to or ambivalent about divestment. The diversity of faculty perspectives on whether and how their institutions of higher education could or should consider the ethical implications of its investment decisions has not yet been well characterized. Strikingly, we are aware of no open letters from faculty opposed to campus divestment.

Despite the large numbers of faculty who have publicly endorsed divestment, the administration in only three of these institutions has made the commitment to fully divest, while nine have committed to divesting from coal and/or tar sands. Among the 30 institutions with publicly available letters, senior leadership in sixteen colleges and universities have responded with public announcements declinging to divest. This demonstrates that the issue of divestment is divisive causing internal tension between many faculty and administrators. When administrators refuse to divest, faculty signatories often feel frustrated and disappointed in their senior leadership (Maxmin 2016).

Despite a total of 128 educational institutions around the world committing to divestment, the vast majority of institutions of higher education have not. Although some university administrators view fossil fuel divestment as a critical opportunity for higher education to stand up against the unethical and allegedly illegal influence of the fossil fuel industry – an industry that continues to resist climate action and slow down a transition toward more renewable energy systems – most do not. Many university and college presidents remain unwilling to commit to divesting from fossil fuel companies.

The actions that some institutions have taken to commit to selective divestment, i.e., divest only from coal or only from tar sands, raises some interesting questions about the core principles of divestment. Among the thirty colleges and universities whose faculty wrote public letters analyzed here, nine of them have committed to divest only from coal or coal and tar sands. Given that coal and tar sands are increasingly viewed as financially risky investments regardless, institutions committing to divest only from these types of fossil fuels have been criticized for seeking to be seen as supportive of divestment without actually taking a consistent principled stance on fossil fuels (Peoples 2017). The most recent example of this is critique of Johns Hopkins University’s fall 2017 announcement to divest holdings in thermal coal; by not taking a stance on oil and gas as well as coal, Johns Hopkins has been criticized as sidestepping its responsibility to be a leader in public health (Peoples 2017).

Why are so many colleges and universities unwilling to fully divest? Many colleges and universities justify their decision not to divest based on fiduciary responsibility to maximize returns of their investments (Zhang and Trarayapinwat 2016, Stephens et al 2017). This justification continues to be widespread despite recent research demonstrating fossil fuel divestment does not reduce investment portfolio performance (Trinks et al 2018). Another reason many colleges and universities may be unwilling to divest relates to fear of alienating constituents connected to the fossil fuel industry. Administrators may be concerned about jeopardizing current or future benefits from the fossil fuel industry, including the possibility of accepting significant funding from fossil fuel interests for academic programs (Franta and Supran 2017). In addition, many institutions have influential individuals with fossil fuel interests serving on their boards, so committing to divestment and the fossil fuel stigmatization that is associated with such a commitment creates internal tensions and potential negative repercussions that most college and university presidents would prefer to avoid.

Often accompanying the fiduciary responsibility justification for not divesting is a claim that the institution’s investments should not be politicized (Bowen 2015). This claim fails to acknowledge that all investments have political implications; there is no such thing as an apolitical investment (Ayling and Gunningham 2015). Another common justification revolves around the perceived need to work with, rather than to isolate, fossil fuel companies to encourage them to change their priorities and advance changes toward more renewable energy (Kaufman 2018). However, some evidence suggests that divestment plays an important role, through stigmatization and removal of social license, in motivating fossil fuel companies to change their behaviors (Ayling and Gunningham 2015).

Recent revelations from the Paradise Papers about offshore investing of higher education endowments has brought the issue of fossil fuel investment to the fore in several universities (Pilkington 2017). Twelve major universities and colleges have been apparently investing in Cayman Islands hedge funds that are directly investing in oil and gas development (Pilkington 2017). Although these offshore accounts are legal, the fact that universities are investing in offshore fossil-fuel-focused accounts raises concerns for some about transparency. The negative media coverage that these universities received about these revelations could have some influence on future investment decisions, and these revelations could increase pressure for divestment.

The fossil fuel divestment movement continues to gain momentum as the costs of inaction on climate change continue to grow and the political influence of fossil fuels interests become more broadly apparent (Ackerman and Stanton 2006, Auel and Cassady 2016). In response to the Trump administration’s June 1 2017 announcement of its intent to withdraw the U.S. from the Paris Agreement, colleges and universities, along with mayors, governors and businesses have additional justification for acting forcefully on climate. Fossil fuel divestment is one clear step that any organization or individual can take to counter the US administration’s disregard of the need for climate action.

Divestment is often characterized as an all-or-nothing approach – most of the faculty letters analyzed here call for full divestment from the 200 largest publicly traded fossil fuel companies. Yet, divestment can also be a part of a broader spectrum of strategies, including shareholder advocacy, by which investors can help compel, through pressure from shareholder resolutions and other activities, needed change in company behavior and accelerate the transition to renewable energy (Byrd and Cooperman 2016).
2018). As the divestment movement continues to evolve, there are new efforts to provide a more nuanced and strategic process to distinguish among fossil fuel companies. Drawing on recent research quantifying differences among fossil fuel companies and the extent to which, for example, they deny climate science and obstruct climate policy, Barnard College’s Board of Trustees recently voted to make divestment decisions that “distinguish between companies based on their behavior and willingness to transition to a cleaner economy” (Goldman et al 2017, McDonald 2017). To implement its divestment decision, Barnard has established criteria it will use to evaluate fossil fuel companies’ statements, actions, and attitudes towards climate science and climate action and plans to make the outcome publicly available in response to interest in this approach from other colleges and universities (Barnard College 2017, Seltzer 2017).

The broad scale and scope of faculty engagement with divestment demonstrated here suggests that many faculty are eager for their campuses to take a stance. The case for divestment in higher education is still growing as divestment is expanding in multiple other sectors. Most recently New York City committed to developing plans to divest public pensions fully from fossil fuels (Germanos 2017), and a group of 40 Catholic Churches committed to full fossil fuel divestment (Neslen 2017). The scope and scale of faculty support for fossil fuel divestment revealed by this analysis may encourage additional faculty to engage, support and endorse this and other approaches that draw attention to the societal impact of investment decisions, and forcefully call upon colleges and universities to align their investment practices with their academic missions and values.

Supplemental Files

The supplemental files for this article can be found as follows:

- **Table S1.** A complete database of all faculty signatories who have signed open letters in support of fossil fuel divestment.Xls.x. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.297.s1
- **Table S2.** Total number of tenured (full and associate professor) and not-yet-tenured tenure-track (assistant professor) faculty employed by each institution as of 2017. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.297.s2
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